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Abstract

This paper presents a novel task of describing human facial expressions of a facial im-
age in natural language, which captures the nuances of facial actions and emotional states
beyond traditional emotion categories or facial action units (AUs). To achieve the facial
expression captioning model, we propose a three-stage training framework that trains a
vision-to-language model using synthesized image-text pairs and the BLIP-2 pre-training
techniques. To overcome the challenge of missing training image-text pairs for facial ex-
pression captioning, we propose a strategy that involves synthesizing and combining cap-
tions using GPT-3.5 and existing annotations on either emotion categories or AUs. Exper-
iments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in generating captions that describe
details of facial actions and emotions, as well as the inferential relationship between
them, even when those emotions are not present in the training data. It is also demon-
strated that the vision-to-language task enhances the performance of the intermediate vi-
sual features on both AU detection and emotion classification tasks. The code and trained
models are available at: https://github.com/Yujianyuan/Exp-BLIP.

1 Introduction
Facial expressions are a crucial form of nonverbal communication that convey a wide range
of emotional states through subtle changes in facial muscle movements. The accurate per-
ception and interpretation of facial expressions are critical for effective human-machine in-
teractions. Existing works have focused on describing facial expressions by classifying them
into pre-defined emotion categories (e.g., happiness, sadness, neutral, anger, disgust, sur-
prise, fear) or detecting the appearance of facial action units (AUs) defined by the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS)[6]. However, these methods have limitations. Pre-defined
emotion categories cannot capture all the nuances of facial expressions, while AUs do not
convey the indicated affective status. To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel
facial expression captioning task that aims to describe facial actions and the corresponding
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emotional states of a facial image in natural language. Our approach provides a compre-
hensive and detailed understanding of facial expressions, which has the potential to improve
accuracy and effectiveness in understanding and interacting with humans.

It is non-trivial to accomplish facial expression captioning due to the lack of training
image-text pairs that specifically describe nuances of facial expressions. Although exist-
ing image captioning models such as CoCa [42], BLIP [16], and Flamingo [1] demonstrate
remarkable performance in describing the contents of an image, they fall short in describ-
ing the nuances of facial expressions. This limitation arises from the fact that the training
image-text pairs typically do not provide the level of detail required to train a facial expres-
sion captioner. However, collecting such image-text pairs presents a significant challenge.
Annotators must possess exceptional writing skills and the ability to recognize and describe
the full range of facial expressions. Additionally, even with expert annotators, the process of
annotation is time-consuming.

To overcome the scarcity of training image-text pairs for facial expression captioning, we
propose a three-stage framework that leverages synthetic image-text pairs synthesized using
GPT-3.5 and existing annotations on emotion categories and AUs. As data labeled with
both emotion categories and AUs are rarely available, our proposed framework combines
captions generated by the emotion-specific captioner (Emot-BLIP) and the AU-specific cap-
tioner (AU-BLIP) to train the final captioner (Exp-BLIP) using the combined captions and
their corresponding images. Our contributions are summarised as follows:

(1) We propose facial expression captioning, a new task to describe nuances of facial ex-
pressions and infer the corresponding emotions in words. Compared with conventional
emotion classification and AU detection tasks, facial expression captioning interprets
facial expressions in a more detailed and comprehensive way.

(2) To train the captioner for facial expression captioning, we propose a three-stage frame-
work that utilizes synthetic image-text pairs. This approach enables the training even
when the training data that describe both facial actions and emotions are not available.

(3) Extensive experiments demonstrate the powerful ability of the trained facial expres-
sion captioner and the intermediate visual representation. Our method produces cap-
tions that describe details of the facial actions and emotions, even if the emotions are
not in the training data. Experiments also demonstrate that vision-to-language task
improves the representation ability of the intermediate visual features on AU detection
and emotion classification tasks.

2 Related works
Facial expression description method: The current approaches to describing facial expres-
sions primarily involve emotion classification[27, 37, 43, 48] and AU detection[11, 28, 36,
38] tasks. Emotion classification typically consists of categorizing emotions into eight ba-
sic categories: neutral, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and contempt [29].
To address the limitations of describing facial expressions with single emotions, compound
emotions [5] was proposed by combining several basic emotions. To overcome the short-
comings of archetypal expression descriptions, Ekman et al. [6] developed the facial action
coding system (FACS) based on facial anatomy, which defines 44 AUs by focusing on dif-
ferent facial parts. However, it is important to note that both emotions and AUs alone cannot
fully capture the complexity of facial status. Recently, Nezami et al. [33] have proposed a
novel image captioning model that utilized facial expression features to generate image cap-
tions. Their work stated that the improvement in caption quality appeared to come not from
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Figure 1: Three-stage training framework for facial expression captioning. (Left) Synthe-
size the training image-text pairs. (Middle) Train AU-BLIP and Emot-BLIP to respectively
describe a single aspect of facial expression. (Right) Train Exp-BLIP utilizing synthesized
data with fused captions to describe both facial actions and emotions.

the addition of adjectives linked to emotional aspects of the images, but from more variety
in the actions described in the captions. Furthermore, Bryson [22] introduced a meticulous
approach to generating weak prominent feature labels using semantic segmentation, demon-
strating how these labels could enhance attribute-based face descriptions.

Application of visual and language pre-trained models: Recently, pre-trained vision
models and large language models (LLMs) have made remarkable contributions to computer
vision and natural language processing (NLP). Numerous studies [13, 21, 26, 44, 45, 50]
have demonstrated the efficacy of directly applying the features of these large models to
downstream tasks without fine-tuning. This approach has proven impactful in accomplishing
multi-modal tasks such as image captioning and vision question answering. Recent multi-
modal works [1, 3, 12, 15, 34, 39, 42] primarily focused on cross-modal alignment. For in-
stance, CLIP[34] directly aligned visual and text features during training, while Flamingo[1]
and BLIP-2[17] established a connection between pre-trained vision and language models.

Prompt engineering is a vital technique in utilizing LLMs. A text or template named
prompt can be used to strongly guide the generation to output answers for desired tasks, thus
beginning an era of “pre-train and prompt” [23]. Proper zero-shot or few-shot prompts [4, 31,
41] have the potential to effectively harness the capabilities of LLMs. For the recent studies,
Sewon et al. [31] introduced a noisy channel approach for language model prompting in
few-shot text classification. To deal with logical reasoning tasks, Takeshi Kojima et al. [14]
proved that step prompting was a more powerful prompt than zero-shot prompts.

3 Facial Expression Captioning
This paper aims to develop an image captioner that describes the nuances of facial actions
and the corresponding emotional states of a facial image in natural language. To achieve this
goal, we propose a three-stage framework that leverages synthetic image-text pairs. Figure 1
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<List all 27 Action Units (AUs) defined by the Facial Action Coding System (FACS)>
You are currently acting as an AU description expert, and you should answer questions according 
to this example: 

Question: "Describe briefly the facial actions or status of a face which contains AU2, AU4, AU9, 
AU20, AU25 in 1-9 sentences. Do not describe the emotion or facial expressions, and do not 
mention 'AU' in the reply." 
Answer: “The face shows the outer eyebrows raised, forehead wrinkles, a wrinkled nose, a 
stretched lip, and either parted lips or a dropped jaw. "

Question : Describe briefly the facial actions or status of a face which contains AU10, AU14, 
AU17, AU24 in 1-9 sentences. Do not describe the emotion or facial expressions, and do not 
mention 'AU' in the reply.
Answer: 

(output) The face shows an upward movement of the upper lip, dimpling at the corners of 
the mouth, a slight upward pull of the chin, and a pressing together of the lips. 

One-shot prompt with GPT-3.5 

Label: happiness

The face shows happiness.

Rule-based text generator

It is a people who raises upper lip, 
tightens lip corner, raises chin

and presses lips.

Label: AU10,  AU14,  AU17,  AU24

Rule-based text generator

Figure 2: Inputs and outputs examples of the rule-based text generators for AUs and emo-
tions(Left) and those of the GPT-3.5 based generator with one-shot prompt(Right) for AUs.

illustrates the proposed framework. In the first step, we synthesize the training image-text
pairs using the prevalent large language model (e.g., GPT-3.5) or a rule-based text generator.
In the second step, we train two separate captioners, AU-BLIP and Emot-BLIP, using syn-
thetic pairs that describe facial expressions’ specific aspects, including AUs and emotions.
We do not directly train an image captioner that simultaneously describes both facial actions
and emotions, as it is a challenge to derive training texts that correctly describe both two
aspects due to few datasets being annotated with both emotions and AUs. In the third step,
we combine the outputs of AU-BLIP and Emot-BLIP to synthesize descriptions for each im-
age. With the combined captions, we train the final captioner (Exp-BLIP) to describe both
aspects of facial expressions. Below, we present details of the three steps.

3.1 Synthesis of the training image-text pairs

To train the image captioners, AU-BLIP and Emot-BLIP that are respectively specialized
for AUs and Emotions, we constitute the training image-text pairs by synthesizing descrip-
tive texts based on annotations of AUs and emotion categories for the corresponding facial
images. The texts are synthesized in two ways: the rule-based text generator, and the GPT-
based generator with one-shot prompt. Examples of the two types of generators are shown
in Figure 2. We use both generators to ensure diverse descriptions of facial actions. For
synthesizing descriptions of emotions, we only use the rule-based text generator.

Rule-based labeling for AU captions: To synthesize concise and complete descriptions
of facial actions, we leverage the annotations of AUs because most facial muscle movements
are depicted as AUs by FACS[6]. As shown in Fig. 2, given a facial image and its label that
indicates the appearance of each AU, we combine the brief descriptions of the appearing AU
and make a sentence in the form of "It is a people who <action in appearing AUs>". The
brief descriptions of each AU are listed in the supplemental materials. If no AUs are labeled
as appearing in a face, we do not synthesize rule-based AU descriptions for the image.

GPT-based labeling for AU captions: To ensure diverse training texts, we also utilize
GPT-3.5 to synthesize descriptions for facial actions. However, the outputs of GPT-3.5 are
uncontrolled and it might include the re-introduction of AUs, the induction of different emo-
tions, and other irrelevant contents. To achieve a clear and concise description, we design a
one-shot prompting strategy that requires GPT-3.5 to act as an AU expert and provides it with
an example. Fig. 2 shows an example. We first claim the list of AUs’ definitions and then
state the requirement through a Question-Answer example. We explicitly add two restric-
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Figure 3: Two-step training procedure of BLIP-2[17]. The 1st step (Left): BLIP-2 enforces
the queries to extract the visual representation most relevant to the text. The 2nd step(Right):
BLIP-2 bootstraps from frozen LLMs to conduct vision-to-language generative training.

tions to regulate GPT-3.5’s outputs, prohibiting the induction of emotion and the repetition
of the word "AU" in the reply. Then, we throw out the question that asks GPT-3.5 to describe
the face with the annotated AUs. If no AUs are labeled, we use a predetermined description
to avoid inaccurate outputs from GPT-3.5, which is listed in the supplemental material.

Rule-based labeling for emotion captions: To keep the correct description of emotions,
we synthesize the descriptions of emotions by simply generating a sentence in the form of
"The face shows <emotion category>" according to the manual annotations in the existing
datasets. If the images are labeled with more than one emotion category, e.g., compound
emotions[18] or multi-label emotion category[25], we merge the involved emotion labels.

3.2 Training of AU-specific and emotion-specific image captioners
We use the synthetic pairs in Sec. 3.1 to train two image captioners: One describes facial
actions (AU-BLIP), and the other describes emotions (Emot-BLIP). Both two captions are
trained following the framework in BLIP-2[17]. In addition, other vision-to-language models
can also be adopted in our three-stage facial expression captioning framework.

Revisiting BLIP-2: Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of BLIP-2 and its two-step training
procedure. As can be seen in Fig. 3 (Right), BLIP-2 takes an image as input, and then
extracts the visual features from a pre-trained image encoder. The visual features are then
passed through a Q-Former and a pre-trained large language model(LLM). Finally, BLIP-2
outputs a description of the input image. Q-Former is a trainable module that connects the
image encoder and LLM. The detailed structure of Q-Former is illustrated in Fig. 3(Left). It
is trained in two steps. In the first step, as shown in Fig. 3(Left), to guide the learned queries
to aggregate the vision-language representation from the image encoder and training texts,
BLIP-2 freezes the image encoder and optimizes Q-Former by minimizing the Image-Text
Contrastive Learning (ITC) loss, Image-grounded Text Generation (ITG) loss and Image-
Text Matching (ITM) loss. The self-attention layers for the queries and the texts share the
same parameters. As BLIP-2[17] does, attention masking is applied to prevent information
leakage. In the second step, to harvest the LLM’s generative language capability and adjust
the image encoder to extract features that are more related to the image captioning task,
BLIP-2 connects Q-Former to a frozen LLM, as shown in Fig. 3 (Left), and jointly update
the parameters of Q-Former and the image encoder by minimizing the discrepancy between
the LLM-generated caption and the ground truth.

Pre-trained image encoder and LLM: For the image encoder, we utilize ViT-G/14
from EVA-CLIP [8] and a ViT-Base trained on AffectNet [32] dataset under the training
framework of MAE [10]. Consistent with BLIP-2, we choose the unsupervised-trained OPT
model family [46] as our language model. Model details are listed in supplementary material.
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Combine the facial action sentence with the emotion sentence. This combined sentence 
should describe all the facial actions and emotions mentioned in these two sentences by 
pointing out how each emotion is inferred from the corresponding facial actions.

Facial Action Sentence: "The face shows a relaxed eyelid, raised outer eyebrows, wrink-
led forehead, tightened upper cheek, tightened lips, and a slightly tightened chin."
Emotion Sentence: "The face shows happiness and surprise."

Zero-shot prompt
The face displays a relaxed eyelid, 
raised outer eyebrows, and a 
wrinkled forehead, which are 
indicative of surprise. Additionally, 
the tightened upper cheek, 
tightened lips, and slightly 
tightened chin suggest happiness.

Output by GPT-3.5 Described image

Figure 4: Inputs and outputs examples of the GPT-3.5 based generator with zero-shot prompt
for fusing AU and emotion captions. The image described by the fused caption is on the right.

Table 1: Statistics of training and test data.(#sub:number of subjects; *:sampled set)
Originally annotated with AUs Originally annotated with emotions

BP4D DISFA GFT RAF-AU EmotioNet AffectNet RAF-DB FaceME
train(#image/#sub) 16627∗/28 14814∗/24 17719∗/78 3733/- 19046/- 287618/- 3162/- 10052/-
test(#image/#sub) 45805/13 14535/3 4034∗/18 868/- 2117/- 4000/- 792/- -

3.3 Exp-BLIP with fused captions
We train the final facial expression captioner (Exp-BLIP) with the synthesized descriptions
by GPT-3.5 and AU-BLIP/Emot-BLIP. Fig. 1 (Right) shows how we train Exp-BLIP. To
assign each training image a description of both AU and emotion, we use AU-BLIP/Emot-
BLIP to generate a pseudo-caption if it lacks the original annotation on AU/Emotion. Then,
we utilize GPT-3.5 to fuse the two captions with zero-shot prompting, leveraging the pow-
erful inferring ability of GPT-3.5. Fig.4 shows an example of zero-shot prompting in fusing
captions. With the fused captions, we train Exp-BLIP following the architecture and training
procedure of BLIP-2[17] in Sec. 3.1.

4 Experiment
We evaluate the performance of AU-BLIP, Emot-BLIP, and Exp-BLIP from two perspec-
tives: the quality of generated captions, and the ability of visual representation.

4.1 Experiment settings
Training data: We used nearly 372k training image-text pairs in total. 72k of the training
data are derived from AU datasets BP4D [47], DISFA [30], GFT [9], RAF-AU [40] and
EmotioNet [7] using the rule-based text generator and GPT-based generator in Sec. 3.1.
Texts from the two generators were both used to train AU-BLIP. Only the GPT-3.5 generated
ones were used to synthesize training pairs for Exp-BLIP. Considering the high cost of using
GPT-3.5 API1 and the significant similarity among the consecutive frames in video-based
AU datasets, we first select one sample from every ten frames. Then, we selected the frames
which had different AU labels compared with the previous frame to fully utilize the datasets.
This selection was conducted in training sets of video-based AU datasets (BP4D, DISFA,
and GFT) and test set of GFT. 300k of the training data are derived from AffectNet, RAF-
DB [18] and FaceME [25]. All of the datasets except FaceME are split into training and test
parts without overlapped subjects. Tab. 1 shows the statistics of training and test data.

Evaluation protocol for image captioning: We evaluated our image captioning models
in two ways: (1) computing metrics for AU captioning, and (2) conducting manual evalua-
tion to assess the completeness and correctness of facial expression captioning. The former
was conducted on both in-the-lab data (test set of GFT) and in-the-wild data (test set of RAF-
AU). we chose Meteor [2], Rouge [19] and Ada-similarity (Ada-sim) between the generated
captions and the ground truths as our metrics. Ada-similarity calculated the cosine similarity
of two features extracted from text-embedding-ada-0022. Since each sample has multiple

1https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/gpt/chat-completions-api
2https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/embeddings/what-are-embeddings
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Table 2: Metrics of AU captioning with different models (ViT-B/G denotes the used image
encoder, 2.7B/6.7B denotes the used language model OPT-2.7B/6.7B)

Models
RAF-AU GFT

Meteor ↑ Rouge ↑ Ada-sim(%) ↑ Meteor ↑ Rouge ↑ Ada-sim(%) ↑
BLIP-2(ViT-G,6.7B) 0.031 0.112 76.32 0.033 0.118 77.58
BLIP-2(ViT-G,6.7B)COCO 0.034 0.129 77.31 0.034 0.131 78.47
AU-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 0.236 0.457 90.13 0.278 0.509 93.11
AU-BLIP(ViT-G,2.7B) 0.254 0.478 90.23 0.279 0.487 93.45
AU-BLIP(ViT-G,6.7B) 0.263 0.505 90.55 0.295 0.538 93.97
Mix-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 0.158 0.324 86.00 0.273 0.459 92.55
Mix-BLIP(ViT-G,6.7B) 0.204 0.364 87.87 0.279 0.489 93.00
Cat-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 0.211 0.374 87.38 0.240 0.355 92.02
Cat-BLIP(ViT-G,6.7B) 0.235 0.426 89.76 0.248 0.385 92.88
Exp-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 0.164 0.225 83.86 0.215 0.279 90.72
Exp-BLIP(ViT-G,6.7B) 0.184 0.229 84.65 0.217 0.318 90.75

ground truths (synthesized by GPT-3.5 and the rule-based generator), we computed the met-
rics between the predicted caption and each ground truth, and then we chose the highest
score. The latter was conducted on 505 samples randomly chosen from all the test data in
Tab.1. Then, we invited 9 human labelers to rate the correctness of each predicted caption
from 1 to 10 and to choose the most/least complete one from the three predictions.

Evaluation protocol for visual presentation: We evaluated the visual representations
from the image encoder and Q-Former by investigating their performance in AU detection
and emotion classification tasks using a linear probe or a fine-tuning strategy. We added a
fully connected layer after the representation as the classifier. The AU classifier was trained
on full BP4D and RAF-AU training set without sampling, while the emotion classifier was
trained on AffectNet. In the linear probe, the image encoder and Q-Former were frozen. In
the fine-tuning strategy, the parameters of the image encoder and Q-Former were updated.
F1 score and classification accuracy were used to measure the performance of AU detection
and emotion classification, respectively. To compare with state-of-the-art (SOTA) method in
RAF-AU, we selected the same AUs of AU-CNN[40] for training.

Implementation: During the training of AU-BLIP, Emot-BLIP, and Exp-BLIP, we used
a batch size of 28 for the first step and 32 for the second step. We used the AdamW [24]
optimizer and a weight decay of 0.05. A cosine learning rate decay with a peak learning
rate of 1e-4 and a linear warm-up of 2k steps was adopted. The minimum learning rate in
the second step was 5e-5. The input images were of size 224×224, augmented with random
resized cropping and horizontal flipping. All the experiments run on 4 Nvidia A100 (40G).

4.2 Experiment results and analysis
Evaluation on image Captioning: Table 2 reports the metrics on AU captioning using the
original BLIP-2[17], AU-BLIP, Exp-BLIP, Mix-BLIP, Cat-BLIP with different versions of
image encoder and LLMs. Mix-BLIP and Cat-BLIP adopt different approaches to fuse AU
caption and emotion caption(Sec. 4.3). BLIP-2 is the model provided by [17] that was trained
on 129M images. BLIP-2COCO is the fine-tuned BLIP-2 on COCO [20] for general image
captioning. As shown in Table 2, our models trained on AU-specific data achieve consistently
larger values than the two models trained for general image captioning, because the general
image captioner describes limited information on facial expressions, as shown in Fig. 5. It
indicates the necessity to train a task-specific vision-to-language model for describing facial
expressions even though the general captioning model has shown powerful ability.
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It is also observed in Table 2 that AU-BLIP has larger values in metric than the fused-
caption models. It is because the ground truths are synthetic AU captions, while Mix-BLIP
tends to randomly generate AU or emotion captions, and Cat/Exp-BLIP describe extra infor-
mation about emotions, which degrades the metrics to AU captioning.

Figure 5 shows examples of the generated captions by different models. All the mod-
els are with image encoder ViT-G and language model OPT-6.7B. As can be seen, BLIP-2
describes very few facial expressions but describes other attributes of faces. Emot-BLIP
describes emotions with limited facial actions. AU-BLIP only describes facial actions. Exp-
BLIP not only describes both facial actions and emotions, but also describes the inferential
relation between them. Our models produce inaccurate results in some cases. For example,
in the failure case of figure 5, our Emot-BLIP and Exp-BLIP infer different emotions from
the ground truth. Although labeled as contempt, this picture also slightly shows happiness
as we predict. More failure cases for different reasons are listed in the suppl. material.

BLIP-2: A girl holding a cell phone to her ear.

The corners of the mouth are pulled back, the cheeks are raised, and there may be wrinkles around the eyes. 
The lips may be puckered or slightly opened.
The slightly raised inner brow, raised cheeks, and pulled up lip corner on this face indicate a combination of 
disgust and happiness, which is evident from the slight raise of the chin, wrinkles around the eyes, and wrinkles 
on the forehead.

AU1(Inner brow raiser), AU12(Lip corner puller), AU17(Chin raiser), AU24(Lip pressor). (Labeled in RAF-AU)Ground Truth:

Exp-BLIP:

AU-BLIP:
The face shows disgust and happiness.Emot-BLIP:

The corners of the lips being pulled upwards and outwards, creating a widening of the mouth, with lips 
appearing to be tighter or pulled back, and lips appearing to be redder or fuller than normal, with slight skin 
wrinkling or puckering around the corners of the mouth, along with a lifted or pulled back lower lip, indicate 
that the person is feeling happy.

Contempt. (Labeled in AffectNet)Ground Truth:

Exp-BLIP:
Emot-BLIP: The face shows happiness.

Success Case 1

Failure Case

BLIP-2: A close up of a man with a sad face.

The eyes are squeezed or slightly closed, the cheeks are raised, the lips are stretched or compressed, and the 
chin may be slightly jutted forward.
The corners of the mouth being pulled inward, the upper and lower lips parting, and the brows lowered, all of 
which contribute to expressing sadness and depression.

Sadness. (Labeled in AffectNet)Ground Truth:

Exp-BLIP:

AU-BLIP:
Emot-BLIP: The people is frowning and crying. The actions on the face show unhappiness, grief and sadness.

Success Case 2

Figure 5: Examples of the generated captions by different models with ViT-G/OPT-6.7B

Evaluation on visual representation: Tables 3 and 4 report the performance of vi-
sual representations, including F1 scores on BP4D and RAF-AU datasets, and classifica-
tion accuracy on AffectNet dataset. In addition, the comparisons with SOTA facial repre-
sentation (FaRL[49]), AU detectors (Me-GraphAU[28], AU-CNN[40]), emotion classifier
(EfficientNet-B2[35]) are included. ViT-G stands for the pre-trained image encoder men-
tioned in Sec. 3.2. The values are reported under a linear probe strategy. ViT-Gfine-tune is
ViT-G fine-tuned on the training data for AU detection or emotion classification, using a fine-
tuning strategy. Other models with the names formatted as <ViT-G/QFormer>(AU/Emot/
Mix/Cat/Exp) denote the visual representations (e.g., the image encoder or Q-Former) from
the varied models (i.e., AU-BLIP, Emot-BLIP, Mix-BLIP, Cat-BLIP, Exp-BLIP) with LLM
OPT-6.7B. For these representations and FaRL, linear probe strategies were applied. Other
AU detectors and emotion classifiers used the values reported in their papers. It is noting
that Me-GraphAU was evaluated under a 3-fold protocol on BP4D, while our models were
evaluated on one of the three folds, the one that was not used in training AU/Exp-BLIPs. All
the models were trained for 100 epochs on BP4D and 400 epochs on RAF-AU.

Tables 3 and 4 show that most of the ViT-G and Q-Former models with linear probe strat-
egy in our approach achieve higher F1 scores than ViT-G and ViT-Gfine-tune. This suggests
that incorporating language tasks improves the visual representations and enhances perfor-
mance on related downstream tasks. It is also observed that the features of Q-Former are
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Table 3: Performance of visual representation on BP4D and AffectNet. (∗: original values)
Models

BP4D (F1 score×100) AffectNet (Acc.%)
AU1 AU2 AU4 AU6 AU7 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 Avg Emotion

FaRL[49] 48.4 45.9 47.5 78.9 69.8 82.8 86.0 58.3 42.0 55.9 36.1 38.0 57.5 38.8
Me-GraphAU∗[28] 52.7 44.3 60.9 79.9 80.1 85.3 89.2 69.4 55.4 64.4 49.8 55.1 65.5 -
EfficientNet-B2∗[35] - - - - - - - - - - - - - 63.0
ViT-G 53.2 34.2 58.7 81.1 71.1 85.7 90.0 56.1 31.2 58.3 43.4 51.1 59.5 44.8
ViT-Gfine-tune 32.8 18.4 38.1 77.2 68.6 84.0 85.1 60.1 32.3 61.6 35.7 32.9 52.2 50.3
ViT-G(Emot) 44.1 28.7 54.0 80.5 76.2 88.1 90.5 64.9 44.9 55.2 43.6 50.5 60.1 50.9
QFormer(Emot) 43.7 21.0 54.8 80.7 78.8 87.6 91.4 58.7 43.4 52.7 34.8 52.1 58.3 52.7
ViT-G(AU) 57.7 54.8 67.0 81.1 75.6 86.6 90.1 60.2 51.8 64.6 49.4 56.8 66.3 50.1
QFormer(AU) 59.9 55.9 65.7 81.2 76.7 87.7 90.8 60.4 50.8 64.8 49.4 55.7 66.6 52.2
ViT-G(Mix) 59.0 47.6 62.3 80.8 76.3 86.4 87.9 64.0 45.6 57.2 44.3 53.3 63.7 48.2
QFormer(Mix) 58.7 46.3 61.7 81.5 77.0 85.1 90.2 64.2 43.7 59.0 45.2 55.7 64.0 49.3
ViT-G(Cat) 58.9 46.9 60.7 80.8 76.9 87.2 88.0 61.5 45.3 60.3 43.0 55.6 63.8 48.9
QFormer(Cat) 57.8 48.4 57.3 82.1 77.2 85.3 90.6 64.4 44.0 58.2 46.1 55.3 63.9 49.5
ViT-G(Exp) 59.2 51.7 62.5 80.9 78.1 88.1 90.2 63.4 48.5 62.8 47.4 61.7 66.2 51.0
QFormer(Exp) 59.9 52.9 61.3 81.3 78.7 88.2 90.7 64.5 47.6 61.7 50.5 57.0 66.2 51.6

Table 4: Performance of visual representation on RAF-AU. (∗: original values)
Models AU1 AU2 AU4 AU5 AU6 AU9 AU10 AU12 AU16 AU17 AU25 AU26 AU27 Avg
FaRL[49] 57.8 56.3 75.2 56.2 32.8 50.2 61.5 68.9 49.7 38.8 84.4 55.0 60.6 57.5
AU-CNN∗[40] 60.5 65.6 73.4 69.7 58.2 67.4 68.4 69.6 59.4 25.6 92.1 64.7 82.7 65.9
ViT-G 60.0 57.6 77.2 62.3 35.8 59.7 70.6 73.6 53.6 45.5 88.7 56.3 70.1 62.4
ViT-Gfine-tune 27.6 34.5 59.1 52.5 23.4 38.5 48.9 51.0 41.9 25.0 86.1 46.5 62.6 46.0
ViT-G(Emot) 61.0 55.3 78.4 62.2 37.5 66.8 70.8 71.5 53.8 48.6 88.8 55.9 69.5 63.1
QFormer(Emot) 57.8 53.6 78.8 62.8 36.1 62.9 67.2 68.4 52.7 42.4 86.6 56.1 62.0 60.6
ViT-G(AU) 74.9 68.2 82.3 73.9 50.2 79.0 71.1 74.0 58.6 59.4 91.5 68.0 78.0 71.5
QFormer(AU) 75.2 70.9 82.2 71.7 47.2 76.1 73.2 74.3 59.3 61.4 95.6 72.3 79.1 72.2
ViT-G(Mix) 69.1 60.5 85.2 68.7 43.8 69.9 69.0 72.9 56.9 47.7 94.5 61.5 66.7 66.6
QFormer(Mix) 74.9 64.6 83.8 69.6 47.8 72.1 68.6 74.7 59.6 53.5 95.4 65.5 69.8 69.2
ViT-G(Cat) 71.8 64.4 84.6 70.4 39.2 70.0 67.9 74.2 56.0 49.4 95.8 60.9 65.8 67.0
QFormer(Cat) 76.8 67.1 85.2 72.4 44.1 72.3 66.6 75.0 57.6 58.4 96.2 62.3 68.7 69.4
ViT-G(Exp) 72.6 65.4 82.5 68.9 40.8 70.6 72.9 74.0 57.6 52.4 92.3 70.1 78.8 69.1
QFormer(Exp) 74.0 68.5 82.5 70.3 42.9 74.9 72.9 73.1 57.4 52.8 93.5 68.9 71.7 69.5

superior to those of the corresponding image encoder, except for Emot-BLIP for AU detec-
tion. This may be due to Q-Former’s ability to encode extra discriminative information about
facial actions or emotions through the learned queries. Q-Former(Emot) has a larger F1 score
than ViT-G(Emot). This may be because Q-Former(Emot)’s features align more closely with
its emotional semantics, resulting in reduced representation ability for capturing AU details.
It is worth mentioning that ViT-Gfine-tune performs less powerful than ViT-G on BP4D and
RAF-AU, potentially because ViT-Gfine-tune suffers from over-fitting. When trained on larger
dataset (i.e., AffectNet), ViT-Gfine-tune shows better performance.

It is also observed that AU-BLIP and Emot-BLIP reach the best performance respectively
on AU detection and emotion classification. They outperform all the models with combined
AUs and emotions. One possible reason is that the representation from AU-BLIP and Emot-
BLIP contains the least irrelevant information, making it easier to fit a linear classifier.

In the AU detection task, the performance of QFormer(AU/Exp) is compatible to SOTA
facial representation and AU detectors. However, in the emotion classification task, there
is a gap between the performance of QFormer(Emot) and SOTA emotion classifier (i.e.,
EfficientNet-B2), which is worth further exploring. This may be attributed to the simple-
ness of synthetic emotion captions and the limited ability of the LLM (OPT-6.7B), resulting
QFormer(Emot) benefiting little from the emotion captions.
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Table 5: Correctness and completeness for different combining strategies
Models Correctness ↑ The highest completeness(ratio) ↑ The lowest completeness(ratio) ↓
Mix-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 7.61 3.43% 91.17%
Cat-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 7.27 28.85% 7.91%
Exp-BLIP(ViT-B,2.7B) 7.61 67.72% 0.92%

4.3 Ablation study
Strategies for combining AU and emotion captions: Table 5 displays the assessments of
the correctness and completeness of captions generated by three models, which fuse AU and
emotion captions using different strategies. Mix-BLIP trains the facial expression captioner
using the mixed data that with only AU captions or emotion captions. Cat-BLIP differs
from Exp-BLIP by directly concatenating the two captions rather than fusing them with
GPT-3.5 as Exp-BLIP does (Sec. 3.3). Mix-BLIP achieves the highest correctness while the
least completeness among the three methods, which betrays our motivation of generating
detailed facial descriptions. In Table 2, Mix-BLIP and Cat-BLIP have higher metrics for AU
captioning than Exp-BLIP, which may be explained by the different formats of training texts.
The AU captions in the training data of Mix-BLIP and Cat-BLIP are synthesized by rules,
the same as the ground truths used in computing the metrics. Exp-BLIP is trained with the
descriptions generated by GPT-3.5. In Table 3 and 4, the visual representations from Exp-
BLIP show superior performance than those from the other two, indicating the advantage of
our proposed combination strategy.

Scaling language and visual model: The comparison between methods with (ViT-B,
OPT-2.7B), (ViT-G, OPT-2.7B), and (ViT-G, OPT-6.7B) in Table 2 suggests that in AU cap-
tioning, a stronger image encoder or a stronger LLM both lead to better performance, which
is consistent with the conclusion in [17].

Zero-shot ability: Fig. 6 shows two examples of Exp-BLIP-generated descriptions of
facial expressions. Exp-BLIP describes the unseen emotions (red) and facial actions (blue)
within training data. The zero-shot ability is ascribed to the language model.

The corners of the mouth pulled upwards and outwards, causing wrinkles around the eyes, the cheeks being pushed up and 
outwards causing wrinkles around the jawline, and the lower eyelids appearing slightly puffed out, all indicate a happy emotion.
Additionally, the slightly raised cheeks and tight lower eyelids can also imply happiness, while the presence of creases around 
the mouth and eyes may also be indicative of a smirk or slight smile, as well as possible dimples appearing around the cheeks.  
These facial actions combined with the upward and outwards pulling of the corners of the mouth suggest a feeling of 
satisfaction, and the raised cheeks and tight lower eyelids may also indicate a slight laugh.  All of these facial actions combine 
to create an overall impression of happiness on this face.

The slight raising or opening of the eyelids and slight wrinkling of the eyebrows, along with the slight elevation of the forehead, 
indicate a feeling of sadness. The slightly raised upper lip and slightly lowered lower lip, along with the slight tension in the 
mouth, indicate a sense of caution or worry. The slight furrow between the eyebrows and the raised skin around the eye area 
indicate a sense of fatigue or lack of energy. 

Figure 6: Examples of zero-shot ability of Exp-BLIP(ViT-G,OPT-6.7B)

5 Conclusion
We introduce facial expression captioning as a novel task that aims to capture the nuanced
facial actions and emotional states of a given facial image in natural language. To tackle this
task, we propose a three-stage training framework that employs synthetic image-text pairs
to train a facial expression captioner called Exp-BLIP. The experimental results showcase
the powerful ability of Exp-BLIP and the intermediate visual representation. Nonetheless,
Exp-BLIP suffers from certain limitations inherited from the pre-trained large models, such
as generating repeated, syntax errors, or harmful content, which are inevitable in a frozen
language model. Exp-BLIP can be further enhanced by adopting more powerful LLMs and
image encoders, and leveraging more data from other related tasks.
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